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MISSION ST{\TI..JS: 
(Cont.inuin9) 

01, 02 .1 o:~:; 

Initial 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER~ 1. () 1 

1. !~§t!~~: Prier to the first session, the 
Interviewer was provided with a sheet Df bond paper on which the 
fol 1 ow:i. ng hand wt'" :i. t tf.,,in notr? had b~ '' T{~SI<: Df~~1;;;cr i be th€~ 
technical facility located vie: ~ Personnel, 
activity, purpose, equipment, external configuration''. Prier to 
the initial session Source was provided only the encrypted_ 
coordinates listed above, as per Extended nemote Viewing (ERV) 
protocols, and told that this was a new target for him. In the 
subsequent sessions, (included in this report.), Source was provided 
a brief review cf the key elements provided by him during the 
fH"' f.·,! v :i. cn .. 11;;; 1,~ f::! 1:1; md. Cl n , !-:-? • q . , " "'' 1 ,,:1 ,, .. q fa~ op !,-:,in .;,11· .. €·,! a w i t h .;,1 1. ow , h a r d 
structure leading to an underqround facility''. Source was also 
provided the same encrypted coordinates as the previous sessions. 
No other cuinq or descriptive data except as stated above was 
provided to the Source pertaining to this site. 

2 .. !.~!.-~~:_~}.~} .. :~ .. U~. :: Th f;:·! t"' 1,~ w E! I'" €~ no u nus u ,;;1 l ci c c u r· r" e! n c E·1 i;;; , 

inclemencies or external environmental conditions known to the 
Interviewer which may have influenced the results cf any of the 
sessions included in this report. 
utilizing standard ERV protocols. 

"W 
... ,. Q BUMM(..)HY:: 

Each session was conducted 

Following each of the three sessions 
described in this report, Source prepared a post-session written 
summary of his impressions .. Due to the multiple target.ting 
procedures, much of the information in these pest-session summaries 
was redundant or not relevant to the ultimate target. To 
facilitate analysis of Source's perceptions as described during and 
in post-session interviews, the major gestalts have been 
summarized, with explanatory Interviewer notes, when appropriate. 
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(1) The site is located in a fenced in area 
which has been cleared of all brush and trees. The surrounding 
area consists of rolling terrain with geed soil and adequate water 
fer good agricultural growth. In the distance, actual measured 
distance undetermined there are two areas cf human concentration. 
One of the areas is described as a small village and the other is a 
large town or small city. Both lie on the banks of a river which 
may be the same river in both cases. The air is crisp and cold but 
as yet there does not appear to be any snow on the ground and the 
trees still bear some of their green coloring. 

(2) Located at an undetermined distance from 
this site is another object described as resting en a tall, open 
construction tower. This structure reminds one of a Forest 
Ranger's lookout tower however, the top portion seems to be made of 
some reflective material and the interior contains some sort cf 
sophisticated electronic equipment. Men in heavy cold weather 
clothing are observed working around this tower but appear to have 
little to de with its operation. Another structure associated with 
t:h:i. i,;; tow(i!·)I'" 7 ( actu.,,\l f"(i"ll f::!Vi::\nt pD!::ii ti on t.1nd0:~te1'"mi nE?.d > , ii,; 
described as being cylindrical Dr bowl shaped with cables leading 
from it to an unknown site. The purpose of these two structures, 
which may or may net be directly related to one another, is to 
transmit and receive data from the actual target site. 

(3) Inside the fenced area of the target site, 
there are several different types of structures. One structure is 
described as a low, rectangular building with a sloping roof. This 
building seems to be out of place or incongruent with the overall 
impressions cf the site. The sloping roof may in fact be a cover 
capable of opening up in some manner. AnDther structure, described 
as a low, wide cylindrical shape may be located near the low square 
building (structure). There is an impression of all weather roads 
and some well worn car trails in the area and possibly a railroad 
track near the compound. 

< t.j.) !~lou1· .. cf::) fur th 1ar.. c:I e!:;;c:: ,, .. :i. I::> c:;,)d i::\ 11 moun cl 1 :i. k e 11 

structure, set low to the ground with the lip cf the mound 
overhanging the circular base much like a very low fat stemmed 
mushroom. At one side there is an impressiDn of a sloping away 
from the mound like a ramp or angular attachment leading from the 
top of the mound to the ground surface. The mound has a 
subterranean aspect with a central core or shaft leading down tD 
11 c,,:\ V(',,)l'"noui,;; 11 I,;:i. ~~ (;,id l'"OClm1,;; l::l (·::)l civ~ gr·ound. Thf.·?F"f::~ may al 1::;c1 b Cce) c::\ <;;JUi::\I" c:lf.;!d , 
reinforced and camouflaged aspect to this structure. The large 
rooms appear to surround the central shaft. These rocims serve 
various functicins, all related tci the overall mission of the site. 
Some areas are utilized fer housekeeping and administration, 
monitoring/tracking/adjusting (all one concept) and facilities for 
11 t.1'" ac:: k :in C::J ,,,\n cl p 1 ot t :i. nq F"f,,! 1 .,.,\ t :i. Vfi.·) p els :i. t :i. on 1,; 11 

.. Th('!:.' f!:)n t :i. t·- ~::) <i~I'" (·::)~:\ :if:, 
artificially lit and possibly has an artificial atmosphere 
(environment). Although much of this facility is older 
construction, some of the areas are being renovated and remodeled 
to accommodate the intrDduction of state of the art electronics. 
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Much of the area appears to have electronic cables lying about, 
banks of computer like equipment against walls, and people working 
at terminals (reminiscent of an Air Traffic Controller station>. 
There are people at the stations, people roving about as first line 
supervisors/advisors and another line of supervisory personnel 
available to handle situations which might arise. The overall 
impression is that the machines serve a far more important function 
than the people who work here. 

(5) ( A cut-away profile cf this facility might 
resemble a crystal wine decanter with a broad wide base sloping up 
to a long slender neck (the central shaft>. There is a feeling 
that much of the facility is used to store items in warehouse type 
configurations. Source described a strange eerie feeling 
associated with the site. At one point, Source paused momentarily 
and 1:;;tatc-:,.'c:I i;;;:i.mply, ''thc-::-)y know I ,,,1m hE.'l' .. e, I Ci:.\\n 't r··f::.'ally E,.'l·;pl.;,1:i.n how 
but they know I'm here'', which may have accounted for his feeling 
of anxiety. Within the structure there are many strange shaped 
obj c-:~c: ti;;; in v ,,,11' .. :i. ou i;;; 1 oc at. :i. on !::i. Cln E·) c)b j (,,)ct :i. i;;; d(·:~~;;c ,, .. :i b€=d ,,,1 l argt,~ '' L '' 
i;;,h,0,1pE·)cl objE,.'ct .1 mf:-~tal 1 :i. c ft:-,)f:-,il i ng c:nn~,;:i. i;;:,t:i. ng of mc:1ny i dent :i. c,,,11 ''L... '' 
shaped object laminated er fused together side by side to form one 
w:i. d<-:-,• ''I....'' sh ,,,\p(·,,!d ob J t:-,)ct i,;;:i. ai:i. la,,.. to ,::l bf!.~nch or· ch c:\i r·. Th(~~,,·· E! :i. s~ <::"1 

general feeling of waiting, watching, caution and preparedness 
among the workers in this facility. A strong impression of the 
same feeling that one has when assembling a complicated toy model 7 

everything must be slow and deliberate. There is a deep sense of 
purpose among the men who work at this facility. Many of the men 
who work here appear to wear a one piece, silvery jump-suit garment 
which may be some type of uniform. 

( 6) Another central object is described a oval 
er rounded in shape and very large. It appears to be metallic, 
with external wires and tubes (hoses/cables) leading to it. At the 
time this object was observed, it appeared to be suspended off the 
surface of the ground. The object is associated with a large data 
1::).,,11;,;fi.·! 1'""("·!1::,~:0mbl:i.ng ,,,1n '':i.,,··on Jun(;J'', whost-:c' funct:icln~;; :i.1;;; th<"·) colli;.:-ict:i.on 
of large amounts of data and utilizing this information in support 
of this operation. The facility is a critical installation but :is 
possibly only one of several such installations inter-connected er 
linked to one another. 

b. Many of the post-session sketches drawn by 
Source corresponded closely with his stated and written 
descriptions of the site. In some cases there were curious 
additions like hallways or chambers leading off the main chamber 
which Source drew but could not explain. Additionally, Source 
continued to describe the feeling that his presence was known to 
these who worked here and that they were not upset by his 
intrusion. At one point Source was requested to enter a side 
chamber (ether room) and could not do so fer reasons unknown to 
him. This anomaly will be examined :in future sessions pertaining 
to th :i. 1,;; t. ar·· (J t:-:-it. .. 

l.f.. FEEDBf..)CI< ~ Source has not been provided any 
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feedback concerning the tarqet since such feedback would be 
inappropriate at this time. Additionally, it should be re-stated 
that the Interviewer is not cognizant of the actual target and 
therefore feedback from the Interviewer would be impossible at this 
time. The Operation's Officer has indicated to the Interviewer 
that the information provided to date indicates that Source has 
successfully acquired the proper target however, to date Source has 
not provided any definitive data pertaining to the site, its 
mission, personnel or its general functions. At the direction of 
the Operation's Officer, these area's will be pursued in future 
i;;; f.·:i i,, 1,;;:L o rn:;; • 

SG1J 
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